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THEORY, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION IN THE VISUAL ARTS: …
Rapid changes to the nineteenth-century art world contributed to the paragone's significance in this century especially The shifting aesthetic theories
and ideologies of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, the Académie des beaux-arts, and the École des beaux-arts resulted in the great instability of
artistic genres, and waning respect for
ART HISTORY THE BASICS
key writers on art: from antiquity to the nineteenth century edited by chris murray 978–0–415–24302–5 key writers on art: the twentieth century
edited by chris murray 978–0–415–22202–0 cultural theory: the key concepts edited by andrew edgar and peter sedgwick 978–0–415–28426–4 theory
for art …
A Companion to Art Theory - Wiley Online Library
nineteenth century and the Renaissance Publications include Organicism in Nineteenth-Century Architecture(1994), The Concept of Style in
Philosophy and the Arts(1995), British Architectural Theory 1540–1750(2002) and articles for Renaissance Studies and The …
Wagner and the (Re)mediation of Art: Gesamtkunstwerk and ...
In the nineteenth century there was an enhanced interest in media and art theories This increased awareness of the relationship between content
and form, object and subject, message and medium by the end of the century resulted in such hybrid – or intermedial – works of art as for example
the visual poems of Mallarmé or the musical
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Queer%Theory%and%Nineteenth%Century%Homoerotic%Photography%
nineteenth century were intended for the male gaze, to be used as homoerotica, not as a means of studying the male physique or depicting boyish
comradery; which has been the standard photographic paradigm since their inception into the discipline of art history Each photograph and its
translation is
37! - UNT Digital Library
Upchurch, Diane M, Nineteenth Century Light and Color Theory: Rainbow Science in the Art of Frederic Edwin Church Master of Arts (Art History),
May, 1991, 136 pp, 18 illustrations, bibliography, 195 titles The purpose of this study was to investigate the depiction of rainbows in the art …
Projecting the future in German art historiography of the ...
the early nineteenth century Most discussions of art s end take Hegel s philosophy as a starting point, but the context in which Hegel developed his
theories about art was quite different from that of today The main source for this famous concept comes from a passage in Heinrich
Self-Representation: Resemblance and Convention in Two ...
vention for current art theory, this fact would re-commend a reconsideration of the related nineteenth-century concepts of resemblance and
representation The theories in question, the work of architects such as Gottfried Semper and Owen Jones, have traditionally been analyzed from the
point of view of twentieth-century modernists who very early
“High Modernism”: The Avant-Garde in the Early 20th Century
The Avant-Garde in the Early 20th Century The cultural values initiated by the early modern artists of the nineteenth century were continued and
expanded by the “High Modern” artists of the early twentieth century avant-garde These values were embedded in their art practices and visible in
their art forms And these values
Resources on the History of Psychiatry from the History of ...
century This material indicates the blending of “mental” and “physical” theories of causation and represents the period before psychiatry split off
definitely from general medicine and natural healing Studies of nineteenth century cultures of mental healing Cayleff, S E Gender, ideology, and the
water-cure movement: Baltimore: Johns
Abstract Title of Thesis:: ROGER FRY'S CONCEPT OF ...
As a sample of mid -century scholarship, Synthetist Art Theories perpetuated the same dichotomous construction that started in the nineteenth
century and continued in Fry’s criticism In the later twentieth century, the writings of Michael Fried situated this rhetoric of authenticity within the
dialectic of theatricality and absorption3 These
19th Century Anthropology - Woodville
Early socio-cultural evolution theories —the theories of Auguste Comte, Herbert Spencer and Lewis Henry Morgan—developed simultaneously with,
but independently of, Charles Darwin's works and were popular from the late 19th century to the end of World War I These 19th-century unilineal
evolution theories claimed that societies
The Emergence of Feminism During the Late Eighteenth and ...
century spread to England and America; however, during the nineteenth century, industrialization brought about new changes in England, America,
and France that especially affected the socio-economic status of the middle class Women gained more rights and protections In 1857, England
established the Association for the Promotion of
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Women's Voices in Nineteenth-Century Medical Discourse: A ...
Looking, then, at the late nineteenth-century medical discourse on women's insanity and nervousness from an interdisciplinary as opposed to a
narrowly historical perspective, my purpose is to suggest that nineteenth-century medical science was a site of competing definitions of both gender
and science and that women participated in the gender/
The invisible labor: nineteenth-century art, the ...
This dissertation explores the nineteenth-century psychological theories and occult beliefs behind automatism and the unconscious from the late
Romantic to the Surrealist movements The first chapter addresses how Romantic revolutions in art and psychology respond to theories such as
mesmerism, spiritism, and the “discovery” of the
Criticism of Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony in London and ...
audiences, especially music critics, toward the expressive theories of art that persisted throughout the nineteenth century10 Abrams, Neubauer, and
Morrow adopt different points of view on whether the expression of emotions in art should be considered a type of mimesis This conflict of opinion
mirrors disparities in how nineteenth-century
The Impact of German Romanticism on Biology in the ...
All art should become science and all science art; poetry and philosophy should be made one Friedrich Schlegel, Kritische Fragmente,115
Introduction Many revolutionary proposals entered the biological disciplines during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, theories …
National Metrical Types in Nineteenth Century Art Song
present in 19 th century French and German art song Studying metrical habits in this genre may provide a lens into changing metrical conceptions of
19 th century theorists and composers, as well as to the metrical habits and compositional style of individual 19 th century French and German art …
Orientalism in French 19th Century Art
century, include drawings of foreign men with heads on their chests, men with dog faces and Cyclopes figures In the 19th century, the imag e was of
a backwards, indolent man Said never specifically wrote about art; however, his theories on colonialism and Orientalism still apply Linda Nochlin
first made use of them in her article “The
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